Information for all the datasets we analyzed in this article can be accessed from the NCBI website, using the GEO DataSets Advanced Search Builder. To obtain all the relevant information for an interested species (e.g., experiment descriptions, raw/processed data files, protocols and publications, etc.), we search in the "Organism" box and restrict the scope of "expression profiling by high throughput sequencing" in the "Filter" box.
The following datasets in the SeqDisp package contain read counts for all the samples in the original experiments: human5, human30, mouse, zebrafish and arabidopsis. For the fruit.fly dataset, as indicated in the pasilla package vignette, we only include read counts for seven samples. See Table A for the accession numbers and sequencing platforms for each of the datasets. 
Supplementary Figures for Mean-Dispersion Plots
In the main text, we showed the mean-dispersion plot in Fig. 1 for the human dataset (with sequencing depth of 30 million). Here we provide such mean-dispersion plots for the mouse (Fig. A) , zebrafish (Fig. B) , Arabidopsis ( Fig. C ) and fruit fly (Fig. D) datasets. The left panels are for the control groups, and the right panels are for the treatment groups.
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Figure C. Mean-dispersion plot of the Arabidopsis RNA-Seq dataset. The mock (DEX) group with three biological replicates is shown on the left (right) panel. 
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